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Abstract— A necessary prerequisite for future driver assistance systems as well as automated driving is a suitable
and accurate representation of the environment around the
vehicle with a sufficient range. To extend the range of the
environment representation, sharing the environment detections
of multiple vehicles via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
is a promising approach. In this paper, we present a method
to fuse shared free space detections from multiple vehicles.
The detections are represented as Parametric Free Space (PFS)
maps, which are especially suitable for real-time radio V2Vtransmission due to their compactness.
A graph-based algorithm to fuse PFS maps is proposed that
solves possible contradictions between the maps and incorporates the maps’ uncertainty attributes. By solely operating on
the contour, the fusion can be carried out by a simple path
search in a fusion graph that is constructed from the maps.
This results in an efficient method that finds the fusion result
within few iterations.
To account for possible errors in the relative poses between
the PFS maps, we furthermore present an adapted Iterative
Closest Point (ICP) matching to align the maps before the
fusion. Therein we employ a modified soft-assign scheme
for robust outlier rejection, and incorporate the PFS maps’
boundary orientation to improve the matching process. We
show the capabilities of our method by presenting results on
real test drive data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A key aspect for Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) is the environment perception. ADAS available
today have already contributed to road safety. However,
systems for future intelligent vehicles will demand a more
comprehensive perception of the environment. Most of the
present ADAS have their own environment perception solely
used for their specific task, e. g. blind spot detection. In future
vehicles, the different assistance systems will have to be
integrated cooperatively and rely on a common base of environment perception. This approach was investigated within
the Proreta 3 project [1], which included the development of
an appropriate commonly usable environment representation
that describes static scenery and relevant dynamic objects.
Such representation was proposed in [2]–[4] in form of a
Parametric Free Space (PFS) map combined with a dynamic
object map. In this paper, we focus on the PFS map, which
describes the static environment around the vehicle by the
boundary of traversable free space.
The free space represented in the PFS map has a limited
range due to the physical limitations of the sensors it is
generated from. However, for ADAS functions like path
planning or collision avoidance a high range of free space
perception is desirable. This paper explores an approach to
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enhance the free space range by fusing the perceived free
space from multiple vehicles that interchange environment
data via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) transmission. The PFS
map description is especially favorable for this task. It is
highly compact and therefore suitable for high frequency
radio exchange with a small demand to the transmission
bandwidth. Furthermore, boundaries to unknown environment are specifically labeled, which is very useful in the
fusion process, since it is clear where additional free space
is allowed to be attached.
In Sec. II we show that the fusion of PFS maps can be
conducted by converting the maps to a fusion graph, and
searching for specific cycles within this graph following a
simple set of rules. These rules are inferred from the semantic
of the PFS map and allow an efficient logic-based fusion
process.
In order to fuse two PFS maps, it is necessary to know
their relative pose. This pose can be obtained from the
pose measurements of the vehicles that have generated the
maps. However, in many real world applications these poses
can probably not be measured with sufficient accuracy. To
account for this problem, we use a matching between the
PFS maps to estimate the true relative pose between the
maps. The matching process is described in Sec. III and
utilizes a modified version of an advanced point matching
method presented by [5], which we enhance to incorporate
the orientation of free space boundaries.
For both methods we will present results on data from real
driving scenarios to show their capabilities.
A. Related Work
For the fusion of environment representations from multiple agents, like cars or robots, there is a broad variety of
approaches available. Usually these fusion approaches can be
split in two steps: first an alignment of the maps, and second
a merging of the aligned maps. Both parts highly depend on
the environment representations the agents use. An overview
of commonly used environment representations is given in
[4] and [6].
One possible representation are occupancy grid maps
(OGM), that state the occupancy probability for each cell
in a rectangular grid of equally sized 2D cells. In recent
years they have become quite popular, since they are easy
to interpret and can be generated from various sensors, e. g.
stereo cameras, laser range finders or radars [7], [8]. For
this specific map type, a variety of fusion methods has
been proposed, which mainly differ in the alignment step.
The alignment can be performed by matching keypoints or
contours extracted from the OGM [9], [10], cross correlation
This version is published under German Copyright Law

of image spectra of the OGM [10], [11], or minimizing a
suitable objective function [6]. In all methods, new matching
features have to be extracted first, or the whole OGM has to
be processed several times, which causes high computational
costs.
To overcome the issues of OGMs, contour-based representations were recently proposed. They capture the essential
information of a grid map, i. e. the location of free space.
This is achieved by describing the outer contour of this free
space with geometric shapes that are defined by a small
number of coordinates. In our approach we use the PFS map
introduced by Schreier et al. in 2012 [2], which was further
developed in the following years [3], [4]. More details of
this representations will be explained in Sec. I-B. A similar
approach to PFS maps was later proposed by Kubertschak
et al. in 2014 [12], where free space boundaries and obstacles
are described by polygons and polylines called fences.
In this paper, we present a method to fuse free space in
contour-based representations. The compact form of this representations eases both steps of the fusion. In the alignment
step, the contours themselves can be utilized as characteristic
features. The subsequent merging can also be performed in
a straight forward manner, since only the contours have to
be considered and not the whole free space area. In our
approach, this is done in a graph-based algorithm described
in Sec. II.
Utilizing graphs for map fusions problems is a common
technique. So called pose graphs offer a possibility to model
the agents’ poses and observations, especially in SLAM-like
problems [13]–[15]. Map regions and their neighborhood
relations can also be described in a graph, thereby providing
a more mathematical view to region merging problems like in
[16]. However, in our approach the graph represents the free
space contour and its attributes, as opposed to representing
agent poses or regions like in existing methods known to us.
B. Parametric Free Space Maps
In this section, we present the basic principles of the
PFS map, which we employ as environment representation.
Further details are published in [2], [3] and [4].
Two examples of PFS maps are presented in Fig. 1. A PFS
map describes relevant traversable free space, i. e. areas that
the vehicle can reach from its current position and are in
principle traversable with regard to the vehicles dimensions.
This free space is described by its boundary, which is
modeled as a closed curve consisting of B-Splines1 and the
shape of the boundary is described by the control points {qi }
of these splines.
The boundary of the free space is not always induced by
barriers or obstacles. A boundary may also occur due to
the limited detection range of the employed sensors. Since
such boundary segments should be treated differently, they
are labeled with the specific attribute “unknown environment
boundary”. Contrarily, boundary segments induced by real
obstacles are labeled as “obstacle boundary”.
1 Refer

to [2] or [17] for further details on B-Splines.

Fig. 1. Example of two overlapping PFS maps enclosing sensed free space
(green areas). The boundary of the free space sensed by the ego-vehicle A
is depicted with thick lines, obstacle boundaries in red ( ) and unknown
environment boundaries in blue ( ). The oncoming other vehicle B also
senses free space (thin lines), likewise with obstacle ( ) and unknown
environment boundaries ( ).
The task of our proposed fusion algorithm is to infer the combined free
space from both PFS maps (all green areas), thus extending the range of
known free space for the ego-vehicle A. The fusion process for this example
maps is shown in the following figures 2, 3 and 4.

In some cases, the free space contains “holes”, i. e. static
objects that should not be driven over, but can be driven
around, e. g. a traffic island. These holes are represented by
geometric primitives, i. e. rectangles or circles.
In conclusion, the PFS map consists of the set of spline
control points {qi }, with corresponding binary attribute labels {li }, and a set of geometric primitives {xG, j }. If 16 bitfloats are used, this leads to a size of about 330 Bytes2
per PFS map or a bandwidth demand of 5.2 kBytes/s for a
transmission with 16 Hz.
In [2] a method was introduced to generate a PFS map
representation from an occupancy grid map. This was done
by applying several image filters to the grid map to obtain a
binary free space image, tracing its boundary and temporally
filtering the boundary with a Kalman filter. However, the PFS
map representation can also be obtained in other ways.
II. G RAPH - BASED F USION OF PFS M APS
A. Fusion Task and Method Overview
In this section, we describe a graph-based fusion method
for PFS maps. The starting point of this method are two overlapping PFS maps with known relative pose like shown in
Fig. 1. If the relative pose between the maps is not available
with sufficient accuracy, the matching method described in
Sec. III may be applied beforehand.
The target of the fusion is to infer the largest possible
free space from the given input maps with the following
requirements:
• The result of the fusion has to be a PFS map, since we
want to keep the advantages of this representation, i. e.
2 For this example computation the realistic case of 70 control points and
five inner objects is assumed (c. f. computation in [3]).

the result of the fusion has to be a closed boundary with
semantic attributes and potentially inner objects.
• The fusion method should respect the semantic attribution of the free space boundary, i. e. “obstacle boundary”
or “unknown environment boundary” (see Sec. I-B).
• If there is a contradiction between the free space maps,
the map from the ego-vehicle takes precedence over
the map from the other vehicle. We take this decision,
because we assume that the ego vehicle’s sensor-setup is
better fault-monitored and therefore more trustworthy.
Please note that this precedence rule is only one possible
choice. Depending on the fusion scenario and application, another precedence rule may be reasonable.
To fulfill the requirements listed above, we developed a
graph-based method for fusing two intersecting PFS maps.
The first step of this method is the construction of a graph
from the intersecting maps, denoted as fusion graph. The fusion graph contains all relevant topological structure needed
for the fusion task and hides unnecessary details like the
precise course of the map boundaries. This simplifies the
fusion task and thereby reduces the computational cost. In
the following sections we first introduce the fusion graph representation (Sec. II-B) before explaining the fusion process
that consist of the following steps:
1) Fusion graph construction from PFS maps (Sec. II-C),
2) Fusion graph conciliation (Sec. II-D),
3) Path search in the fusion graph (Sec. II-E), and
4) Conversion of the result into a PFS map (Sec. II-F).
Finally we conclude with a fusion result for real world data
in Sec. II-G.
B. Fusion Graph Representation
The fusion graph is a directed graph F = (V, E), consisting
of vertices V and directed edges E. Both types of elements
are described in detail below. Furthermore we introduce some
functions to traverse on the graph. The basics of graph theory,
which are the foundation of the fusion graph, can be found in
[18]. To illustrate the graph representation, Fig. 2(b) depicts
an example fusion graph corresponding to the PFS maps in
Fig. 2(a).
1) Edges: The edges E of the fusion graph represent the
boundaries of the PFS maps. The boundaries include the
outer boundary of the free space and the boundaries of inner
obstacles. Please note that neither length nor shape of the
boundaries are represented in the edges.
The direction of the edges indicates the boundary side with
free space. Following the direction of the edge, the area on
the left-hand side is always free space. Contrarily, the area
on the right-hand side is either an obstacle or unknown area.
Furthermore the edges carry two attributes. They are
either an “obstacle boundary” (continuous line) or “unknown
environment boundary” (dashed line). According to their data
origin they are additionally marked as “from ego-vehicle”
(thick line) or “from other vehicle” (thin line). Using this
attribution, we define the set E∗ ⊂ E containing all boundaries
from the ego-vehicle and the set O∗ ⊂ E∗ with all obstacle
boundaries from the ego-vehicle.

(a) PFS maps overlaid with fusion graph vertices. Conflict area
in light red.

(b) Fusion graph for the overlapping PFS maps in (a).

Fig. 2. Example from Fig. 1 continued: fusion graph construction. For an
explanation of the vertices and edges see Sec. II-B.

2) Vertices: There are three type of vertices. The switch
vertex ( ) represents a switch in a semantic attribute of the
free space boundary, i. e. it is placed at the connection of a
boundary segment with the attribute “obstacle boundary” to a
segment with the attribute “unknown environment boundary”
or vice versa. The intersection vertex ( ) represents an
intersection between boundaries from two different maps. All
intersection vertices belong to the subset X ⊂ V. The third
type is the link vertex ( ). It is inserted in the graph to
make it “conciliated”, which will be explained in Sec. II-D.
3) Traversing functions: We will use the following graph
functions in our algorithms:
• eL = εL (v) returns the leftmost3 outgoing edge eL of the
vertex v. If v has no outgoing edge, it returns the empty
set 0.
/
• eR = εR (v) returns the rightmost3 outgoing edge eR of
the vertex v.
• vT = ϕ(e) returns the target vertex vT of the directed
edge e = (vS , vT ).
• vS = ϕ −1 (e) returns the source vertex vS of the directed
edge e = (vS , vT ).
C. Fusion Graph Construction
With the basic elements from the previous section, the
fusion graph can be easily constructed from two intersecting
PFS maps by applying the following procedures:
1) Insert a switch vertex ( ) at every point where the
boundary attribute changes from “obstacle boundary”
to “unknown environment boundary” or vice versa.
2) Insert an intersection vertex ( ) at every point where
two boundaries intersect.
3) Connect the vertices with edges considering the attributes of the corresponding boundary segment and the
3 “left” and “right” in these definitions have to be interpreted in relation
to the direction of the incoming and outgoing edges.

(a) Corresponding PFS map for the
conciliated fusion graph.

(b) Conciliated fusion graph.

Fig. 3. Example from Fig. 2 continued: All red edges in (b) are checked for
conflicts by the conciliation algorithm (Algorithm 1). For the edges e2 and
e4 (light red) a conciliation is necessary. To conciliate the conflict induced
by e2 , the link vertices v421 and v422 are placed on the outer boundary and
linked with the source vertex vS2 respectively target vertex vT 2 of e2 with
new edges (green arrows).

proper edge direction with regard to the location of free
space area.
The construction process can be comprehended in
Fig. 2(b), where the fusion graph is constructed for the
example PFS maps shown in Fig. 2(a).
D. Fusion Graph Conciliation
In Sec. II-A we decided that the ego-vehicle map takes
precedence over the map from the other vehicle. Thus we
absolutely trust in all known obstacle boundaries originating
from the ego-vehicle, regardless of the free space statements
from the other vehicle. Consequentially all the obstacle
boundaries from the ego-vehicle (subset O∗ , thick continuous
lines) have to be part of the fused boundary. This becomes
problematic if such a segment lies inside of the othervehicle’s free space area. An example of this situation is
shown in Fig. 2(a) with the conflict area highlighted in light
red. In this case, we have two conflicting claims: The egovehicle map claims the area behind the boundary to be
occupied, while the other-vehicle map claims it to be free.
We deal with such a situation by assuming that the
area behind the obstacle boundary is unknown. Therefore
we have to insert new unknown environment boundaries
surrounding this area. The result of this correction process for
our example is shown in Fig. 3. New unknown environment
boundaries are added at the source vertex vS2 and the target
vertex vT 2 of the O∗ -boundary e2 . They are connected to link
vertices (v4 ) that are placed on the outer boundary. Since
the conflicting claims are “conciliated” by this correction,
we call the fusion graph obtained after this correction a
conciliated fusion graph.
In general, such conflicts can be found and solved by
Algorithm 1. Conflicts can be found by traversing all segments with ego-vehicle edges (e ∈ E∗ ) that lie inside the

other vehicles free space (all red edges in Fig. 3(b)). Since
free space lies always on the left-hand side of the boundary,
such segments have to start at an intersection vertex v as
the left outgoing edge. Consequently we have to search for
v ∈ X where εL (v) ∈ E∗ . The found vertices v are the start
of potentially critical segments.
All these segments have to be checked for possible conflicts. If an edge e on a critical segment is an obstacle
boundary, i. e. e ∈ O∗ , it will cause a conflict (light red edges).
A found conflict is then conciliated by adding new links
(green edges) between the edge e and the outer boundary.
The new link vertices v4 on the outer boundary are created
by the function (v4 , eB ) ← δB (v). This function determines
the closest point pL on the outer boundary of the original PFS
map, measured from the vertex v. A new link vertex v4 is
then created at pL (c. f. example in Fig. 3). Furthermore, the
edge eB is determined that corresponds to the outer boundary
section, pL is located on. The edge eB is shortened such that
the outer boundary becomes connected with v4 . This whole
conciliation procedure is applied to every O∗ -edge found in
the investigated critical segment.
The result of Algorithm 1 is a conciliated fusion graph,
where each O∗ -edge has become a part of the outer boundary.
The conciliated fusion graph for our example is depicted in
Fig. 3(b). In the example, the conciliation process has to be
applied to the edge e2 and to the edge e4 .
It should be emphasized that after the conciliation process,
the specific position of the vertices is no longer relevant for
the fusion process, as long as the basic topology is maintained. This is equivalent to prohibiting the displacement of
vertices over edges.
E. Path Search in the Conciliated Fusion Graph
If the fusion problem is represented in a conciliated fusion
graph, the actual fusion can be performed by matters of a
Algorithm 1 Conciliation of the fusion graph
Input: F = (V, E) // fusion graph
for ∀v ∈ {v | v ∈ X ∧ εL (v) ∈ E∗ } do
e ← εL (v ) // start with outgoing E∗ -edge of vertex v
repeat // check critical segment for conflicts
vS ← ϕ −1 (e) // source node of e
vT ← ϕ(e) // target node of e
if e ∈ O∗ ∧ vS ∈
/ X then
// insert link to source of O∗ -edge e
(v4 , eB ) ← δB (v)
V ← V ∪ v4 

E ← E \ eB ∪ ϕ −1 (eB ), v4 ∪ (v4 , vS )
end if
if e ∈ O∗ ∧ vT ∈
/ X then
// insert link from target of O∗ -edge e
(v4 , eB ) ← δB (vT )
V ← V ∪ v4

E ← E \ eB ∪ (vT , v4 ) ∪ v4 , ϕ(eB )
end if
e ← εL (vT ) // repeat with the next edge on the segment
until vT ∈ O∗ // end of critical segment reached
end for
Output: FC = (V, E) // conciliated fusion graph

simple path search. The rules for this search can be deduced
directly from the requirements stated in Sec. II-A. We search
for a PFS map representation, i. e. a set of closed boundaries
that enclose free space. Therefore, the path we are searching
for, has to be a closed path, i. e. a cycle [18, Chapter 1].
To find the largest possible area, we always have to take
the rightmost outgoing edge of a vertex. Since free space is
always located on the left-hand side, turning right ensures
the largest possible free space area is enclosed. We also
decided that the ego-vehicle map takes precedence, which
translates to the rule: Always proceed on a O∗ -edges if one
is available. This rule has higher priority than the rule to
follow the rightmost outgoing edge.
All this rules are incorporated into the fusion algorithm
presented in Algorithm 2. This algorithm finds boundaries by
starting at a random edge and following a path according to
the rules until a complete cycle is found. If a cycle is found,
it is removed from the graph and the search procedure starts
all over again. It is also possible that a dead end is reached,
i. e. a vertex with no outgoing edge. In this case, the found
path is an irrelevant boundary that lies either on the inside or
outside of an already found valid free space and is therefore
removed.
Fig. 4(a) shows the result of the graph fusion for our
example from Fig. 3. Independent from the start edge, the
algorithm finds in the very first iteration of the path search
the cycle highlighted in green. This cycle represents the outer
boundary of the fused free space. In the two consecutive
iterations the two remaining irrelevant paths (gray edges) are
removed from the fusion graph and the algorithm terminates.
In general, this search algorithm terminates rather quickly,
Algorithm 2 Map fusion by cycle search
in the conciliated fusion graph
Input: FC = (V, E) // conciliated fusion graph
i←1
repeat // search for cycles
e ← random e ∈ E
Bi ← 0/ // (ordered set)
loop
if e ∈ Bi then // complete cycle found
Bi ← Bi \ {u | u ∈ Bi ∧ u before e}
E ← E \ Bi // remove cycle from graph
i ← i+1
break
end if
Bi ← Bi ∪ e
vT ← ϕ(e) // target vertex of e
if εL (vT ) = 0/ then
E ← E \ Bi // dead end, remove path from graph
break
end if
if εL (vT ) ∈ O∗ then
e ← ϕ(εL (vT )) // proceed on high priority edge
else
e ← ϕ(εR (vT )) // proceed on rightmost edge
end if
end loop
until E = 0/ // all edges processed
Output: {Bi } // fused boundaries as graph cycles

(a) The path search in the conciliated fusion graph finds the cycle highlighted in green that forms
the fused boundary B1 . Irrelevant
edges belonging to dead-end paths
are colored in gray.
Fig. 4.

(b) Fused PFS map reconstructed
from the fused boundary B1 in (a).

Example from Fig. 3 continued: map fusion.

since the algorithm reduces the graph with every iteration by
some edges, and usually has to process only a small number
of paths.
F. Conversion of the Fusion Result into a PFS Map
To obtain the fused PFS map, the fused boundaries {Bi }
found by Algorithm 2 have to be converted back to the
spline boundary representation of a PFS map. Solving this
task is straight forward if we store which spline control
points q belong to which edge e during the fusion graph
construction. At the end of the fusion process, the list of
spline control points for every boundary Bi can be created
simply by concatenating the q of all edges in the ordered
set Bi . For inner objects the boundary can be transformed to
geometric primitives to obtain a fused PFS map in the form
established in Sec. I-B.
For our example, the fused map is shown in Fig. 4(b). The
result of our graph based fusion method is a PFS map that
represents the largest possible free space that can be inferred
from the two input PFS maps.
G. Fusion Results on Real World Data
Figure 5 depicts the fusion process for two PFS maps
from a real test drive in a suburban scenario. The maps have
been aligned beforehand with the matching method described
in Sec. III (c. f. Fig. 6(d)). The fusion result is shown in
Fig. 5(d). As desired, the known free space for the egovehicle is enlarged by appending the sensed free space from
the other vehicle at the upper left.
III. M AP A LIGNMENT U TILIZING ICP MATCHING
A. Alignment Task
When two PFS maps shall be fused, it is necessary to
know their relative pose in terms of a 2D translation t and

(b) Fusion graph for the PFS maps
in (a). In the conciliation step (Algorithm 1) all red edges will be checked
for conflicts. The light red edge causes
a conflict, which is conciliated by
adding the green link to the outer
(a) Aligned PFS maps overlaid boundary.
with graph vertices.
Fig. 5.

(c) The fusion algorithm will find the
cycle containing the green edges in
the first iteration (c. f. Algorithm 2).
This cycle corresponds to the fused
boundary shown in (d). In the subsequent iterations dead-end paths containing the gray edges will be found
and discarded.

(d) Final fusion result.

Fusion example for two PFS maps from a real test drive.

a 2D rotation R. In a real world application this relative
pose can be estimated with an accuracy of a few meters
by using global navigation satellite systems. This accuracy
though would be insufficient for a reliable free space fusion. Therefore we apply a matching procedure before the
fusion to reduce the pose bias and align the maps properly.
Therein the obstacle boundaries contained in the PFS maps
are used as matching subjects. In principle, the relative
position estimation could also be done by matching some
other environment characteristics, like visual landmarks or
occupancy grid maps. However, there are some advantages
when using the PFS map boundaries as matching subjects:
• The maps have low transmission bandwidth (see
Sec. I-B) and can therefore be interchanged between
vehicles with high frequency and low cost.
• Since the map has a very compact structure, only
representing the boundaries, the matching is limited to
a small number of points which reduces computational
costs as opposed to matching dense representations.
• The free space boundaries are stable and recognizable
structures.
• The orientations of the boundaries provide additional
characteristics for the matching.
A main challenge in the matching process is an effective
outlier rejection. Depending on the situation, the maps have
an overlap of 20% to 50%. Hence there can be several
boundaries that appear only in one of the maps and have
to be recognized as outliers in the matching. To account for
this, we employ an advanced variant of the ICP (Iterative
Closest Point) matching algorithm taken from [5]. We modify
it to fit to our rigid 2D matching problem and furthermore
incorporate the boundary orientation information. This is
described in the following Sec. III-B. In Sec. III-C we present
some matching results for real world data.

B. ICP Map Matching with Orientation Aided Softassign and
Deterministic Annealing
The B-spline control points qi of the PFS map boundaries
are not suitable as matching subjects, since they are irregularly distributed along the boundaries. Therefore the first
step of our matching process is an equidistant sampling of the
obstacle boundaries in both PFS maps. We obtain the sample
points pA, j from the ego-vehicle’s obstacle boundaries and
the points pB,k from the obstacle boundaries provided by
the other vehicle. The aim of the matching process is
to determine the transformation (RAB , tAB ) from the othervehicle’s coordinate system to the ego-vehicle’s coordinate
system such that both maps are properly aligned at each
other. This is achieved by minimizing the energy function
E (M, RAB , tAB ) given by
J

K

∑ ∑ m j,k

pA, j − RAB pB,k + tAB



J

2

−α

j=1 k=1

K

∑ ∑ m j,k

j=1 k=1
K

subject to ∀ j

∑ m j,k ≤ 1,
k=1

J

∀k

∑ m j,k ≤ 1

(1)

j=1

and ∀ j, k m j,k ∈ [0, 1] .
Therein α is a distance tolerance parameter (c. f. [5]) and
m j,k is the assignment value of point pA, j to point pB,k . The
matching matrix M contains all the assignment values m j,k
and thereby captures the mapping between the points.
1) Softassign: For a sensible handling of matching outliers, we adopt the softassign scheme from [5], which was
originally introduced in [19]. It softens the assignment of
points in the matching matrix M by allowing values between
0 and 1. In this manner, the uncertainty in the assignment
is considered and the influence of false assignments can be
diminished. Furthermore, there are outlier elements m j,K+1

respectively mJ+1,k to mark a point as outlier, i. e. having no
corresponding point in the other map. The assignment values
m j,k are determined by
m j,k = e−β Q j,k
with Q j,k =

∂E
∂ m j,k

= pA, j − RAB pB,k + tAB



2

− α.

(2)

An iterative alternating normalization of the row and column
sums of M is applied afterwards to ensure the constraints
in (1).
2) Incorporating the Boundary Orientation: As mentioned in Sec. III-A, we can utilize the orientation of a
boundary as additional characteristic in the matching process.
For each boundary point p j we determine the normal vector
n j that is perpendicular to the boundary in this point and
is pointing inside the free space. The boundary orientation
in p j is defined as the ascent angle θ j of this vector n j . To
incorporate the orientation in the matching, Q j,k in (2) is
replaced by

(3)
Q̃ j,k = Q j,k + γ δ j,k − π2 .

The orientation difference δ j,k = mod |θA, j − θB,k |, π will
increase the distance between points by an extra penalty
amount if the orientations are unsimilar. This orientation
penalty can be adjusted by the parameter γ and prevents the
assignment of points with different orientations thus leading
to better matching results.
3) Deterministic Annealing: With the parameter β in (2)
the softness of the assignment can be controlled. Following
the approach of [5] the ICP matching with soft assign
is repeated several times with different β values. Therein
the found transformation (RAB , tAB ) of each iteration is the
starting point for the next iteration. The process starts with a
small β , i. e. a soft assignment, and β is increased with each
iteration which leads to a harder assignment. At the end,
large β values are reached that cause a hard assignment, i. e.
the m j,k values are either very close to 0 or very close to
1. This process is called deterministic annealing and is also
used in other fields to solve optimization problems, e. g. in
the context of Markov Random Fields [20].
The complete matching procedure using the three ICP
enhancements described above is presented in Algorithm 3.
C. Alignment Results on Real World Data
We tested our alignment method on real world driving
data. Fig. 6(a) and 6(c) show two examples of PFS map pairs
from the test. The first map in each pair was captured on a
route in a suburban area. The second map was captured on
roughly the same spot when passing by a second time a
couple of minutes later. As we had only one vehicle for our
experiments available, we choose this way to emulate a V2V
scenario. For both example pairs our ICP-based method is
capable of realigning the PFS maps in a reasonable manner
as shown in Fig. 6(b) and 6(d). As desired, the common
obstacle boundaries (red continuous lines) from both maps
are well aligned.

IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, a process to fuse free space maps from
multiple vehicles is proposed. The PFS maps from [2] are
chosen as input of the fusion process due to their compact
form, which still captures all relevant free space information.
The core of our fusion method is a graph-based algorithm
where the intersecting map boundaries are converted to a
fusion graph, which captures the essential information for
the fusion process. First, a “conciliation” algorithm is applied
to this graph to treat conflicting free space claims between
the maps. On the obtained conciliated fusion graph the
actual fusion is conducted by a path search following a
set of simple rules. All cycles found by this path search
represent the fused free space boundaries. Usually, the fused
boundaries are found after very few iterations, since the
graph is substantially reduced within each iteration. The
proposed method thereby offers an efficient way to fuse free
space areas.
Furthermore, a alignment method for PFS maps is presented to compensate for a possibly biased pose measurement
between two maps. For the alignment an ICP matching
algorithm with softassign and deterministic annealing from
[5] is used to obtain proper outlier handling and convergence
behavior. In a modified point assignment the orientation
information of the PFS maps is incorporated to further
improve outlier handling. We demonstrate the capability of
this method to compensate pose inaccuracies on real world
examples and achieve reasonable matches. To further reduce
false point assignments, we are planning to incorporate
geometric relationships between the matching points in the
future, like it is done in [22]. Thereby the similarity of connections between neighboring boundary points is additionally
considered during the assignment process.
Although our graph-based fusion algorithm is designed for
V2V-interchanged PFS maps, it can also be utilized for free
space fusion in other domains, e. g. mobile robotics. The only
Algorithm 3 PFS map matching
(modified version of algorithm from [5])
Input: {pA }, {pB } // sets of sampled boundary points
Set RAB , tAB , M and β to there initial values.
while β ≤ β final do // deterministic annealing
while M does not converge do // ICP matching
m j,k ← e−β Q̃ j,k with Q̃ j,k from (3).
Normalize rows and columns of M iteratively with:
m0j,k
m1j,k
2 =
m1j,k = K
,
m
.
j,k
∑k=1 m0j,k
∑Jj=1 m1j,k
Minimize E (M, RAB , tAB ) w. r. t. RAB and tAB .*
pB ← RAB pB + tAB . // Apply the found transformation
end while
β ← βr β . // increase β with rate βr for next ICP
end while
Output: (RAB , tAB ) // final transformation after matching
* This

is done by using the singular value decomposition method
from [21].
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Fig. 6. Alignment results for PFS maps from a suburban driving scenario.

necessary prerequisite is the representation of overlapping
free space areas by attributed boundaries similar to PFS
maps. For example, our method could be applied with few
modifications to the fences representation from [12].
A fusion of more than two free space areas is also possible
by applying the proposed fusion process repeatedly. Thus
vehicles can increase their field of view substantially by
interchanging and fusing PFS maps. The resulting high range
environment model can be provided to several ADAS or
automated driving functions and enable them to perform
more foresighted planning.
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